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INTRODUCTION 

The medium net worth truck operators in Indian Transport 

Industry adopting various approaches when they would like to 

invest in a particular investment areas such as purchase of 

truck, purchase of light commercial vehicle or heavy 

commercial vehicle, investing in other avenues such as 

purchase of shares, investing in various types of mutual funds, 

investing in purchase of house, land and NPS etc. 

In later stage of life or once they reach the senior citizens 

status, every one of them is forced to depend upon others for 

their livelihood. 

Further the medium net worth truck operators in Indian 

Transport Industry depending upon on their investment for 

their livelihood, protection of family members and sustain a 

decent life style. The India’s transport industry comprises 

many truck operators who are investing in trucks for their day 

to day living and after reaching their old age how these 

investments are viewed by them are discussed in this study. 

 

 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To explore the socio demographic profile of medium 

net worth truck operators in Indian Transport 

Industry operating trucks in New Delhi NCR. 

2. To explore the present awareness level of medium 

net worth truck operators operating trucks in Indian 

transport industry in investment. 

3. To clarify the present investment pattern and 

investment pattern of the medium net worth truck 

operators in Indian Transport industry. 

4. To identify the reasons behind investments of median 

net worth truck operators. 

 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The India’s Transport Industry comprises truck operators who 

are falling under three major categories .They are as given 

below: 

1. Large Fleet Operators 

2. Medium Net Worth fleet operators  

3. Small fleet operators 

This study explore the medium net worth truck operators who 

are acting as part of the India’s transport sector .The medium 

net worth truck operators who are having 6 to 15 trucks 

operating in New Delhi Capital region. The medium net worth 

truck operators are depending upon their livelihood through 

the fleet owned by them. This study focuses upon How these 

medium net  worth truck operators are investing in trucks 

mainly ,the reasons behind such investments, how much do 

they invest, what is the repayment method adopted by them 

etc., are discussed. The problem involved in this study is to 

identify their present investment behavior and how they are 

prepared themselves to meet their senior citizen status and 

sustaining their livelihood. The issues pertaining to this study 

revolves around whether their children and relatives are 

helpful to them or not at present and what are the expectations 

of these medium net worth truck operators pertaining to their 

future once the fleet business managed by them is going to be 

taken over by their children or relatives etc., , 

 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF EARLIER WORK 

What are the most important psychological factors that 

regulate our behavior and help to achieve our goals while 

refraining from various temptations? Self-control is a major 

regulator that enables us to remain calm and make rational 

spending decisions (Baumeister, 2002)13. Aside from self-

control, a person's need for achievement also has a well-

known positive impact on the regulatory aspect of 

performance behavior by directing attention, mobilizing 

effort, increasing persistence, and motivating decision making 

and strategy development (Locke & Latham, 1990). Self-

regulatory efforts, directed by the need for achievement, may 

fail because of ego depletion (decreased self- control and 

reduced strengths of ego protection mechanisms, Baumeister, 

2002)13, caused by everyday stress, anxiety, negative 

attribution style (pessimism versus optimism), and burnout 

(Oaten & Cheng, 2007).Self-control, as an ability to regulate 

one's emotions, impulses and desires, is a well established and 

well-researched concept in clinical and social psychology 

(Baumeistaer & Vohs, 2007)13. The link between self-control 

and investment behavior has been confirmed in multiple 

studies. 
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Warneryd (2004) suggests that self-control is higher in people 

who are older, more educated, and belong to the middle or 

upper class. Traditionally, most of the research on investment 

behavior has focused on purely economic factors (Browning 

& Lusardi, 1996)13.           

Demographic factors like age, education and actual income 

traditionally play an important role in investment research. 

The Life-Cycle Hypoarticle (LCH) presumes that people will 

restrict themselves from spending at certain periods of time in 

their lives to insure their ability to maintain their lifestyle and 

quality of life when their income will be lower (Nyhus & 

Webley, 2001)12. This hypoarticle is related to the classic 

research of Katona (1975) who argued that people mainly 

save for a "rainy day" and that saving habits are related to the 

life span of the individual. Katona is well known for 

distinguishing three types of investment behavior. The first 

type is contractual, which means entrusting your money to the 

bank or employer, by setting aside a certain fraction of the 

salary every month. The second saving type is discretionary: 

in the Western world (mostly) some money is left in 

households after the basic needs are covered, so the truck 

operators may decide to save it in order to buy something 

bigger and more expensive in the future or to pay for 

children's college. The third type is residual saving, which 

refers to the money that is not spent yet. 

Katona's saving typology inspired other researchers to develop 

their own models of investment behavior. For instance, the 

functional investment model (Webley, Burgoyne, Stephen & 

Brain, 2001) applies to the accumulation of income over a 

considerable amount of time in order to buy something 

expensive. Being able to restrict one's consumption now for 

the sake of buying goods in the future is a recipe for 

functional saving, requiring harmonization of the spending 

choices between the present and future. 

The combination of econometric and personality factors in 

relation to investment behavior was widely adopted in the 

1990s. Kessler, Perelma and Pestieau (1993) point out that 

most of the differences in saving habits across different 

nationalities and countries can be explained by demographic 

factors like age (older truck operators save more), education 

(highly educated people save more), and income (people with 

more income after taxes end up with larger investment). At 

the same time, they note that a group of psychological and 

sociological factors are responsible for investment behavior: 

attitudes, values, peer pressure, culture, and religion.  

Investment behavior has been indirectly studied in the 

framework of cultural diversity. Hofstede (2004), has 

explored whether saving for members of some cultures and 

nationalities comes more easily and naturally than for others. 

That author has developed a cultural dimension labeled long-

term/short-term orientation, which has a strong impact on 

investment behavior. Hofstede explains (2004) that long-term 

orientation values future rewards, perseverance, and 

thrift.These traits have been strongly associated with actual 

investment habits. Short-term  

Warneryd (1989) points out that survey questions are subject 

to biases and difficult to control artifacts. Answers to typical 

survey items (e.g., "we are incurring debts", "we have some 

money left over", and "we set a lot of money aside") are 

highly subjective from the participant's perspective. Warneryd 

suggests using a variety of data collection methods (including 

both personality related factors and econometric factors) and 

varying the wording of the items in order to increase the 

validity of the surveys. 

 

RELIABILITY 

Reliability helps to identify the degree of consistency or 

accuracy with the available research instrument measures the  

investment behavior of medium net worth individual 

investors. In testing the reliability, internal consistency 

technique is applied using Cronbach‟s Alpha.  

The Cronbach‟s Alpha. Coefficient of 0.897 is accepted 

indicating higher indicated good reliability. 

 

TREE STRUCTURED ANALYSIS FOR SOURCES OF 

INVESTMENT INFORMATION BASED ON USAGE 

AND RELIABILITY IN SINVESTMENT BEHAVIOUR 

OF MEDIUM NET WORTH TRUCK OPERATORS IN 

INDIAN TRANSPORT INDUSTRY  

Graphical tree model displays are among the most useful, 

because they allow navigation through the entire tree as well 

as drill-down to individual nodes. Classification and 

regression trees are becoming increasingly popular for 

partitioning data and identifying local structure in small and 

large datasets. Classification trees include those models in 

which the dependent variable (the predicted variable) is 

categorical. Regression trees include those in which it is 

continuous. Trees can be used to model functions though each 

end point will result in the same predicted value, a constant 

for that end point. Thus regression trees are like classification 

trees except that the end pint will be a predicted function 

value rather than a predicted classification. Instead of using 

the Gini Index the impurity criterion is the sum of squares, so 

splits which cause the biggest reduction in the sum of squares 

will be selected. In pruning the tree the measure used is the 

mean square error on the predictions made by the tree. Tree 

analysis model summary, gain node summary and Risk of the 

model are presented in the below table. Tree Diagram for 

investment behaviour of truck operators  is shown in the 

below figure 
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Model Summary 

Specifications Growing Method CHAID 

Dependent Variable OVERALL SATISFACTION 

Independent Variables Abridged Prospectus, Newspaper Journals & 

Magazines, TV Channels, Investments Related 

Websites, Brokers / Analysts Forecast, Investor 

Forum, Technical Analysis, Company 

Announcements, Stock Exchange 

Announcements, Others (Friends , Relatives etc) 

Validation None 

Maximum Tree Depth 3 

Minimum Cases in Parent 

Node 
100 

Minimum Cases in Child 

Node 
50 

Results Independent Variables 

Included 
Investments Related Websites 

Number of Nodes 4 

Number of Terminal Nodes 3 

Depth 1 

 

Risk 

Estimate Std. Error 

.586 .032 

Growing Method: CHAID 

Dependent Variable: 

OVERALL 

SATISFACTION 

 

Gain Summary for Nodes 

Node 

Node-by-Node Cumulative 

N Percent Mean N Percent Mean 

1 202 40.4% 2.1089 202 40.4% 2.1089 

3 62 12.4% 2.0968 264 52.8% 2.1061 

2 236 47.2% 1.9364 500 100.0% 2.0260 

Growing Method: CHAID 

Dependent Variable: OVERALL SATISFACTION 
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From tree analysis model summary “Investments Related 

Websites” are important independent variables. These 

variables are contributing more towards investment behaviour 

of truck operators . The result determines the fact that out of 

the 11 factors related to the sources of investment information 

based on usage and reliability  factors with respect to 

Abridged Prospectus, Newspaper Journals & Magazines, TV 

Channels, Investments Related Websites, Brokers / Analysts 

Forecast, Investor Forum, Technical Analysis, Company 

Announcements, Stock Exchange Announcements, Others 

(Friends , Relatives etc) of the respondents the most 

influencing factor are identified as “Investments Related 

Websites” of the respondents. This may be due to the reason 

that these variables affect the investment behaviour by the 

truck operators. Hence among all other investors preference of 

Abridged Prospectus, Newspaper Journals & Magazines, TV 

Channels, Investments Related Websites, Brokers / Analysts 

Forecast, Investor Forum, Technical Analysis, Company 

Announcements, Stock Exchange Announcements, the above 

said factors are the most influencing variables 

 

CONCLUSION 

This article analyzed possible mediation effects of 

achievement motivation and self-control on optimism and 

investment behavior. The researcher thought that there could 

be sequential relationship between optimism and self-

control/achievement motivation, and then between self- 

control/achievement motivation and investment behavior. 

That is, the relationship between optimism and investment 

behavior might be significantly accounted for by achievement 

motivation and self-control. 
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